Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

Application
20756812

Decision
Refused

20756952

Refused

20757062

Refused

22448292

Refused

22448652

Refused

22757622

Refused

22759012

Refused

22759302

Refused

22759402

Refused

23328852

Refused

23617922

Refused

23642392

Refused

Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
the Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
the Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
the Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
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Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
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24556322

Refused

24848702

Refused

25379052
25421312
25425022

Approved
Approved
Refused

F:- Sponsor has not demonstrated that he meets the financial
requirements to sponsor the applicant or that he has the
capacity to meet the other requirements including in relation to
accommodation;
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
(extended) family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a longterm basis to Ireland
GP:- Contrary to General Policy - It is not general policy to grant
a visa to dependent family members over the age of 18 to join
or visit persons granted residency in the State. Your case has
been fully examined, and you have not shown any compelling
grounds as to why an exception to this policy should be made in
your case.
ID:- Insufficient documentation and information submitted in
support of the visa application: As set out in the consideration
document to include but not limited to:
• Details in respect of other family members of applicant not
provided, i.e. six children;
• Details in respect of all other family members of sponsor not
provided;
• Details in respect of applicant’s home\land ownership, where
applicable,
• Full details in respect of applicant’s income, savings and
pensions, where applicable;
• Full details in respect of accommodation proposals in respect
of the applicant to include details of all persons currently
residing at the sponsor’s address;
• Insufficient evidences\details of ongoing social emotional
supports between the applicant and the sponsor;
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:Thehave
granting
ofto
the
visa that
mayyou
result
in a cost
public
ID:- You
failed
prove
qualify
as a to
beneficiary
of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
Join/acc.EU Cit (Spouse)
Join Spouse
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish Nationals to migrate on a long term
basis to Ireland. Your case has been fully examined on the
basis of the documentation submitted, and it has been decided
not to grant your application. You have failed to satisfy the visa
officer that you are in full time education and remain dependent
on your mother.
ID:- Quality of documents - school letter
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources
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25427002

Refused

FM:–There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish Nationals to migrate on a long term
basis to Ireland. Your case has been fully examined on the
basis of the documentation submitted, and it has been decided
not to grant your application. You have failed to demonstrate
that you are in full time education and remain dependent on your
mother.
ID:- Quality of documents- employment letter
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

25446592

Refused

25446772

Refused

FM:– Your Mother’s visa has been refused and as you are a
minor your visa is also refused.
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of non-EEA nationals entitled to reside in the
State to migrate on a long-term basis to Ireland. Your case has
been fully examined on the basis of the documentation
submitted, and it has been decided not to grant your application.
Fails to meet criteria set out in paragraph 20.1 of the Policy
Document
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application. Insufficient evidence of ongoing financial support,
unexplained lump sum lodgement, marriage certificate in
respect of sponsor's first marriage not submitted, NADRA death
certificate for applicant's father not submitted
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25920732

Refused

FM:- There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish Citizens resident in the State to migrate
on a long term basis to Ireland. The case has been fully
examined on the basis of the documentation submitted and it
has been decided not to grant the visa sought;
INCO:- Inconsistencies – Contradictions in the information
supplied. As set out in the decision letter and in the detailed
consideration document provided to the applicant's advocate;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- As set out in the decision letter and in the detailed
consideration document provided to the applicant's advocate.
This application has been considered in accordance with the
INIS Policy Document on non-EEA Family Reunification,
published by the Minister and which is available for information
and consideration on the website of the Irish Naturalisation and
Immigration Service (www.inis.gov.ie). Rights under Article 8 of
the ECHR and Article 41 of the Constitution were also
considered.

26196332
26275702

Approved
Refused

Join Spouse
ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section 17.3 of INIS Policy Document on Non EEA Family Reunification. For further information see our
website www.inis.gov.ie
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application: P60 for 2014 not submitted as requested.

26429252

Refused

FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
(extended) family members of persons with one of the following
permissions, to migrate on a long-term basis to Ireland:
Temporary leave to remain, Members of IBC schemes, Asylum
seekers
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - to establish
relationship history (financial and social/ emotional support).
The visa appeal was rejected with the following comments :
The sponsor is ineligible to act as a sponsor under section 20.1
of the policy document. The 7 year rule applies. He will not be
eligible to act as a sponsor for his second spouse or child until
25 May 2021.
Decision letter on appeal via email.

26441792
26550042
26636162

Approved
Approved
Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen
Join Spouse
Join Parent
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FM:– Family member - There is no automatic right for non-EEA
nationals who are family members of people who have been
granted Temporary leave to remain, to migrate on a long-term
basis to Ireland.
Your case has been fully examined on the basis of the
documentation submitted and it has been decided not to grant
your application.
ID:- This visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section 17.6 of INIS Family Policy Document on
Non--EEA family Reunification.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no divorce certificate from sponsor. full copy of
passport for sponsor not provided showing entry and exit
stamps for Zimbabwe. letters of support dated 2006 and 2007.
P60's for 2015 & 2016 not provided from sponsor.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - details not provided re sponsor's previous husband.

26954492

Refused

27121752

Refused

27143172

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - (applicant, host).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- marriage certificate (applicant), passport or
National Identity Card (host), employment letter (host), payslips
(host), P60 (host).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

27158442
27158522
27196712

Approved
Approved
Refused

27196982

Refused

27197102
27197162

Approved
Refused

27257852

Approved

Join Spouse
Join Parent
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- P60's for sponsor not provided for 2016, 2015 &
2014. Unclear from court order if natural father of children
consents to the permanent removal of children.
RH:- Relationship History - No evidence of routine contact prior
to and since marriage.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- parents visa refused.
Spouse of Irish Citizen
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- parents visa refused.
Spouse of Irish Citizen
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27298732

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown with regard to
sponsor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no P60's for previous three years from sponsor. no
evidence of employment in the State from sponsor. no utility bill
from sponsor showing home address in the State.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources.

27299772

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no P60's for 2014 and 2013 with regard to sponsor.
sponsor's permission to remain in the State has expired.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - employment salary.
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a
relationship being in existence prior to visa application/marriage.
No evidence provided to show routine contact since marriage
date.

27381142
27410892

Approved
Refused

Join Parent
ID:- Application does not meet 18.3 and 14.3 of the Policy
Document

27441492
27441692

Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

27442312

Refused

IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)
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27475882

Refused

ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying criteria as
per section 13.3 of INIS Family Policy Document on Non-EEA
Family Reunification. (A person aged over 18 years of age
would be permitted to apply where he/she is dependant on the
care of the parent sponsor, directly or indirectly, due to a serious
medical or psychological problem which makes independent life
in the home country impossible. Adopted children and children
in the care of a sponsor are included in this definition provided
that the adoptions are recognised under Irish Law. In the latter
cases INIS may undertake an extensive examination of the
circumstances to confirm that the sponsors caring for the child
and, where relevant, that the other parent has agreed to the
child's move to Ireland. In cases involving a child, the best
interests of that child will be a key consideration in any decision
made.)
ID:- Applicant does not meet the qualifying criteria, as per 14.3
of the Policy Document on Family Reunification', where,
“dependency” for immigration purposes and in respect of an
adult must be pre-existing and sustained prior to the making of
the application for family reunification. It must also be
established that the dependency existed while the dependant
was living in their home country. Insufficient evidence of same
provided.
ID:- Applicant does not meet the qualifying criteria, as per 18.3
of the Policy Document on Family Reunification', where, the
applicant has not demonstrated that there is no viable
alternative to coming to Ireland.

27476522
27476612

Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
ID:- Husband's application has been refused.

27476872
27483682
27503152
27615112
27684662
27728282
27737962

Refused
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

ID:- Parents' applications have been refused.
Spouse of Irish Citizen
Join Parent
Join Partner
Spouse of Irish Citizen
Parent of Irish Citizen Child
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - no proposed dates for
travel

27777452
27778692

Approved
Approved

Join Parent
Spouse of Irish Citizen
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27853332

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - The
applicant’s statement contain lump sum lodgements/cash
deposits/credit transfers. The applicant has not explained the
source of these funds.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown- Referencerepresentations made state that the reference intends to provide
the applicant’s with accommodation and welfare and they will
ensure that the applicant’s will not be of recourse to public
funds. However, evidence of the reference’s finances, i.e., bank
statement, was not provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- : no utility bill from reference, a signed letter of
undertaking from the reference, was not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
R: - Reference - no clear link to reference has been shown:
marriage certificate for child and husband.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

27853712

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete. The
applicant’s statement contain lump sum lodgements/cash
deposits/credit transfers. The applicant has not explained the
source of these funds.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
representations made state that the reference intends to provide
the applicant’s with accommodation and welfare and they will
ensure that the applicant’s will not be of recourse to public
funds. However, evidence of the reference’s finances, i.e., bank
statement, was not provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no utility bill from reference, a signed letter of
undertaking from the reference not provided, applicant’s
previous passport/s.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown-marriage
certificate for son in law and daughter

27877162
27923992
28052992
28061262

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

VR:Previous visa refusal(s)
Join Partner
Spouse of Irish Citizen
Spouse of Irish Citizen
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

28077862
28098402

Approved
Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen
Join Spouse
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28146332

Refused

FM:– Family members may not accompany a person availing of
a Study visa.
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of people who have been granted Temporary
leave to remain, to migrate on a long-term basis to Ireland.
Your case has been fully examined on the basis of the
documentation submitted and it has been decided not to grant
your application.

28159262

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient .
Ref/Host- An updated statement in respect of your host's bank
account was not submitted in support of the appeal.
Explanation/s regarding lump sum lodgements made into a
bank account must be substantiated with documentary
evidence. As such evidence was not provided, the lump sum
lodgement in question is not accepted, without which your host's
funds are deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete.Applicant- The bank statement provided in support
of your appeal is not up-to-date.Although you indicate that
available funds in your bank account are as a result of profits
from your business, the documentation provided (receipts) does
not substantiate this.

28223332

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Documentation in relation to your business are not
deemed sufficient e.g. national social insurance funds- only
translation provided.Copt of original also required. The applicant
indicated that he has a visa refusal for another company but a
copy of the refusal letter outlining refusal reasons was not
provided. The applicant states that he is "financially, emotionally
and socially responsible" for his three children and as such they
are an obligation for him to return home but documentation
provided is not deem sufficient in demonstrating this.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the
visa officer
that such
befor
observed.
R:- Letter
of invitation
no conditions
longer validwould
- dates
event/course
have passed
SP:- Relevance of English to employment
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28257212

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application - no letter of undertaking from applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

28257642

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application - no letter of undertaking from applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

28269832
28270372

Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

28313252
28313652
28316982
28317292
28328922

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Join Parent
Join Parent
ID:- Quality of documents - business letter from applicant
ID:- Documents provided not translated
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28413252

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Quality of documents
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
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28433042

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - employment letters
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

28450802

Refused

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28475672

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28491962
28496872

Approved
Refused

Study
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - location of college course.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.

28511132
28541702

Approved
Refused

Join Spouse
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. No Evidence of
family members residing in home country submitted with
application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28671732
28686212
28688982
28696652

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Join Parent
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit
Visit (Family / Friend)
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28718152

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie •Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake
a course in the State, taken into consideration previous
education and employment history. Applicant has not
demonstrated courses not available in home country.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

28729392
28732282
28736742
28737852
28754662
28755322
28755352
28766712
28768602

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Internship
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28773872

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - applicant
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28774752
28775122

Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
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28800392

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28821562
28837182

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete •Applicant’s sponsor has provided bank statement, funds low.
•Applicant has shown details of bank statement, layout of
stationery poor quality, paid by cash as stated by employer,
large bank balance, yet he states sponsored by reference
residing in State.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie •Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake
a course in the State, taken into consideration previous
education and employment history. Applicant has not
demonstrated courses not available in home country.
•Applicant has not provided evidence of fees paid for the
course, no electronic transfer of fee payment.

SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

28857842
28859062
28895302

Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Study
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28904112

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no utility bill from the reference, no
letter of undertaking from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28934062

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from the
applicant and the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

28953572
28975822
28988122

Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from the
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no utility bill from the reference, no
letter of undertaking from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28998852

Approved

Business
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29079262

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter and school letter
from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no letter of undertaking from the reference, no
payslips from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29081712
29085062

Approved
Refused

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - payslips from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No letter of undertaking from the reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - length of employment.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29085542

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

29085672

Refused

ID:- As per parents refusal reasons.

29086192

Refused

ID:- As per parents refusal reasons.

29086712

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29087192

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:
Letter confirming Sponsor will support applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

29087712

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete •Applicant has provided evidence of three bank statements and
a covering letter, layout of stationery poor quality, two of the
accounts funds low, third account substantial value in bank
account, but no explanation on sources of funds, not employed.
•Applicant provided a letter statement from a bank, concerning
bids, no explanation for this account.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie •Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake
a course in the State, taken into consideration previous
education and employment history. Applicant has not
demonstrated courses not available in home country.
•Applicant has not provided evidence of previous employment
as listed in his online application, yet large values deposited into
bank account.
•Applicant provided a letter from head teacher secondary
school, layout poor quality, yahoo email address provided.

SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29089392

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete •Sponsor’s bank details provided – funds low.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie •Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake
a course in the State, taken into consideration previous
education and employment history. Applicant has not
demonstrated courses not available in home country.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

29108702
29109432

Approved
Refused

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - (applicant, sponsors)
ID:- Quality of documents: - student letter (applicant), marital
certificate (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- undertaking (applicant, sponsor), birth certificate
(applicant).
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.

29111322

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - college letter.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29111582

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - college letter.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29117582
29117722
29121102
29151122

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

29163702
29164352

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - six months bank statements
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment Letter and Payslips
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29165092

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment Letter and Payslips
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates have passed
R:- No clear link to Reference has been shown

29172392

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Documents provided not translated
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment Letter
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Re: College
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the Visa Officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No Reference in Ireland
SP:- Relevance of English to employment
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to
why he/she needs to pursue this course in the State. Course is
widely available - Visa Officer is not satisfied that course is
warranted

29178672
29179082
29187182
29206492
29207042

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Study
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29208452
29208862
29209042
29214092

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
F:- Finances shown from host have been deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- evidence provided from applicant is deemed
insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie Utility bill from
reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Travel dates have passed
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

29229182
29236732
29239322

Approved
Approved
Refused

Conference / Event
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - School letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No letter of undertaking from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29246962

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. No employment
letter submitted with application. No payslips submitted with
application. No evidence of family members residing in home
country supplied.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29254832
29257102

Approved
Refused

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
applicant and the sponsor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of any family member in home country
from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29261312

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. No payslips
submitted by applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29270642

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. No letter of
undertaking submitted by applicant. No evidence of family
members residing in home country submitted.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29271042

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - no bank
statements provided by applicant or sponsor.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No documentation
re previous visa refusals
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29279642

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29291902

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied. There are inconsistencies between your hotel
bookings and holiday plan.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29310132

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - • Applicant has not shown any financial links to
home country, financial support in home country.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie •Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake
a course in the State, taken into consideration previous
education and employment history. Applicant has not
demonstrated courses not available in home country.
•Applicant has not provided a clear link to sponsor residing in
State, copy of her mother’s birth certificate to show link to aunt.

SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

29313762
29320052
29320132

Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29332782

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29344282
29345192

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - six months
bank statements - Reference
GP:- Contrary to General Policy - It is not general policy to
permit any person, whether related or not, to join or visit any
person who is in the State on a study visa. Your case has been
fully examined, and you have not shown any compelling
grounds as to why an exception to this policy should be made in
your case.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates have passed

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29380282

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence or property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - employment on previous application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29381232

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter and payslips.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Inconsistencies with employment on applications.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29388452
29393492

Approved
Refused

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: (applicant).
ID:- Quality of documents: employment letter (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- undertaking (applicant), evidence of
accommodation while in the State (applicant), evidence of
accommodation in home country (applicant), birth certificate for
child remaining in home country (applicant), payslips (applicant).
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29416082

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. It is not clear if the reference has complete access
to the bank accounts as a second person is named on the
account and no proof has been provided that this second person
gives permission for the accounts to be used to fund this two
and a half month holiday.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. No letter from
applicants employer submitted. No payslips submitted. No
evidence of family members in residing in home country
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29430462

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
applicant or the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no evidence any family member
living in home country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29433982

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29435162

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. You have not
submitted your UK visa refusal letter.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s). You stated on your application
form that you were previously refused a visa but gave no details
of this refusal.

29435482

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29441922
29468532
29486802
29489892
29511502

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Business
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no payslips from the applicant, no holiday leave
request letter from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29516732

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. The majority of your bank balance consist of large
lump-um lodgements, these require explanation with supporting
evidence.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29517602

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. The majority of your bank balance consists of
recent lump sum lodgements. These require explanation with
supporting evidence.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. No employer letter
submitted. No payslips submitted.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29519372

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29522782

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient: - (applicant).
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: low balance on 1st bank statement shown
(applicant), only one month of transactions on 2nd bank
statement shown (applicant).
ID:- Quality of documents: student letter (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- pages of passport (applicant), previous passports
(applicant), evidence of accommodation in state (applicant),
evidence of accommodation in home country (applicant).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied: see comments below
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29522852

Refused

ID:- Course is not listed on ILEP ( please see our website
www.gov.ie)
ID:- Quality of documents: Employment letter.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

29527652
29537422

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Applicant has not provided any compelling reason for his
marriage to take place in the State.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29540512

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. The majority of your bank balance consists of
recent lump sum lodgements. These require explanation with
supporting evidence.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29540912

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. The majority of your bank balance consists of
recent lump sum lodgements. These require explanation with
supporting evidence.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29543322

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement not translated.
ID:- Letters of undertaking unsigned
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - no copies of current
or expired passports.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29549312

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Bank statement does not cover 6 months and is
out of date. Bank statement is UK statement and no address of
account holder - reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - lease agreement - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant. No letter from college - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - reference. No utility bill - reference. No evidence
of reference's business/employment.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form

29568112

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Bank statements do not cover six months from
applicant.Unexplained large lodgements from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Evidence of business
from applicant. Evidence of prior link to host company.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied-re purpose of business meeting.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

29573862

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29584992

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. No letter of
undertaking submitted. No UK visa refusal letter from 2013
submitted.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s). You state on your online
application that you have never been refused a visa for another
country. This is incorrect, you were refused a UK visa in 2013.
You have provided false and misleading information.

29585582
29585742

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. No letter of
undertaking submitted. No UK visa refusal letter from 2013
submitted. No consent from father to travel provided. No letter
from school showing enrolment provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s). You state on your online
application that you have never been refused a visa for another
country. This is incorrect, you were refused a UK visa in 2013.
You have provided false and misleading information.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29593102

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents- Employment letter from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Evidence of prior link
to host company. Letter of undertaking from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29593142
29600782
29600892
29600972
29607322

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Volunteer
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Bank statement does not cover 6 months, is out of
date, is UK statement and no name or address of account
holder on statement - reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Letter of undertaking/invitation unsigned - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No payslips reference. No utility bill - reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Work in relationship to residence - reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - reference's bank account and information in letter of
undertaking/invitation don't agree.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29618992

Refused

IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card shows card has
expired.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29619292

Refused

IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card provided shows
the card has expired.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29620082

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. No letter of
undertaking submitted. No 2016 UK visa refusal letter
submitted.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s). You stated on your online
application that you have never been refused a visa but our
information states that you were refused a UK visa in 2016. You
have provided false and misleading information.

29620282

Approved

Visit (Tourist)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29625612

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months,
unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No utility bill reference. No payslips - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
applicant's business/employment e.g. employment letter from
company, payslips etc.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - length of visit - application form and letter of
undertaking from applicant state different dates for visit
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29625852

Refused

ID:- In line with current policy, immigration permission will not be
granted to a doctor offered the post of clinical observer in either
private or public hospitals or health facilities.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29627052

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months,
unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No utility bill reference. No payslips - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
applicant's business/employment e.g. employment letter from
company, payslips etc.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - length of visit - application form and letter of
undertaking from applicant state different dates for visit.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29638282

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. No letter of
undertaking submitted by applicant. UK visa refusal letter not
submitted by applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29638852

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No utility bill from the reference, no college letter
from applicant, no invitation letter from the reference, no letter of
undertaking from the applicant or the reference, no employment
letter, payslips or P60 from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29650412
29654662
29654862
29654912
29654932
29656172

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Performance
Performance
Performance
Performance
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Conference letter from applicant.
Bank statements from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Letter of undertaking
from applicant. Details of relevance of conference to current
employment from applicant. Full copy of passport from
applicant. Previous Visa Refusal letters from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)-not declared.

29661602
29675162
29675642
29675712
29694882
29708742
29731052
29734292
29734962
29737602
29745232
29746412

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Embassy Staff
Performance
Performance
Atypical worker
Employment
Join Spouse
Training
Spouse of Irish Citizen
Employment
Join Spouse
Family Reunification
Family Reunification

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29748332

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained large lodgements from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter from applicant.
Payslips from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Letter of undertaking
from applicant. Evidence of prior link to host company.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29752922
29753092
29753282
29762072
29787722
29803222

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Business
Join Spouse
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
reference.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no marriage or birth certificates from the applicant,
copy of references passport, certificates from course from the
applicant, no employment letter, pay slips or P60 from the
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29810482
29817952
29837202
29850372
29863502

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Religious
Conference / Event
Performance
Internship

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 09/05/2017 to 15/05/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29891092

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Evidence of prior link
to host company. Letter of undertaking from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29916112
29926232
29947272
29967082
30021692
30022522
30039652
30045152
30047732
30048462
30078512
30174442

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Volunteer
Training
Conference / Event
Business
Performance
Performance
Visit (Family / Friend)
Performance
Performance
Performance
Conference / Event
Reside

